Freely arrange the system layout according to your needs

A compact model with Mujiken detection performance at an affordable price!

Ideal for the inspection of film production lines
(for films used as industrial materials or for food applications)

Makes high-speed scans of the surface of a continuously moving web and detects quality control problems such as dirt, foreign matter, scratches, wrinkles and pinholes. Prevents the flow of defects before they happen! Also reduces the waste of production materials by allowing you to find the cause of defects early on.

The LT takes the essential concept of the Mujiken series and delivers an easy-to-operate unit with simplified functions. The compact-bodied LT is an inspection system at an affordable price. It can also be used for the inspection of sheets in stages, etc.

Applications: films, paper, non-woven fabric, synthetic resin sheets, etc.
In addition to the ones shown above, the system can also detect defects such as fish eyes, burns, dirt, pin holes, and scuffing marks.

Examples of detected defects:
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